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Cytokines and long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are intertwined in the regulatory circuit
controlling immunity. lncRNA expression levels are altered following cytokine stimulation
in a cell-type-specific fashion. lncRNAs, in turn, regulate the inducible expression of cyto-
kines following immune activation. These studies position lncRNAs as important regulators
of gene expression within the complex pathways of the immune system. Our understanding
of the functions of lncRNAs is just beginning. Current methodologies for functionally un-
derstanding how these transcripts mediate their effects are unable to keep up with the speed
of genomic outputs cataloging thousands of these novel genes. In this review, we highlight
the interplay between cytokines and lncRNAs and speculate on the future utility of these
genes as potential biomarkers and therapeutic targets for the treatment of inflammatory
disorders.

C
ytokines are a large group of small proteins

(5 to 20 kda) that are critical in controlling
a plethora of biological and physiological pro-

cesses, including metabolism, inflammation,

and blood pressure, to name just a few. They
provide the necessary balance to maintain ho-

meostasis at the cellular, tissue, and organismal

level. Alterations in the balance between pro-
and anti-inflammatory cytokines can have dev-

astating consequences, leading to a myriad of

inflammatory diseases (Vilcek and Feldmann
2004; Lin and Karin 2007). Cytokine gene ex-

pression is very tightly regulated at both the

transcriptional and posttranscriptional level.

Although the role of noncoding RNAs such as

microRNAs (miRNAs) as regulators of cytokine
gene expression is well appreciated, much less

is known regarding the contribution of other

classes of noncoding RNAs to the control of cy-
tokines. Regulation of long noncoding RNAs

(lncRNAs) and cytokine expression is emerging

as a reciprocal feedforward/feedback relation-
ship, which will be detailed in this review.

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) technology has

revolutionized the field of genomics and pro-
vides a high-throughput approach to define and

measure all transcripts expressed in a given cell

type. RNA-seq allows for the characterization of
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annotated transcripts in addition to the identi-

fication of novel transcripts. lncRNAs are tran-
scripts that exceed 200 nucleotides in length,

a size cutoff that distinguishes these transcripts

from small RNAs such as transfer RNA (tRNA),
small nucleolar (snoRNA), and miRNAs. To

date, there are close to 16,000 lncRNAs that

have been cataloged in the human genome
(Gencode Version 24). This number is likely

to increase as lncRNAs are found to be highly

restricted in their expression to specific cell
types, and therefore the more sequencing that

is performed the more lncRNAs will likely be

identified. A recent study from Iyer et al. (2015)
identified .58,000 lncRNAs from .7000 hu-

man RNA-seq data sets. Based on these data,

it appears that lncRNAs greatly outnumber
protein-coding genes in the human genome.

lncRNAs can arise from regions between pro-

tein-coding genes, and these transcripts are
referred to as “intergenic” lncRNAs. There are

also a large number of antisense transcripts,

with recent studies showing that the majority
of protein-coding genes contain an antisense

transcript owing to the bidirectionality of

RNA-polymerase II (Seila et al. 2008; Flynn
et al. 2011). lncRNAs can also arise from in-

tronic regions or enhancer regions of the ge-

nome (eRNAs) (Lam et al. 2014; Kim et al.
2015). lncRNAs are often named based on their

proximity to the nearest protein-coding gene;

however, this naming scheme only provides
information on the location within the genome

where the lncRNA resides, and does not neces-

sarily provide information on the function of a
given lncRNA. Until such time as a consensus

on nomenclature is reached, there are no form-

al guidelines on naming lncRNAs. Owing to
the large number of lncRNAs present in the

genome, it is unlikely that they will follow the

naming scheme of miRNAs. However, the cur-
rent trend of naming based on position has

its drawbacks as it suggests their functions

are based on or connected to the neighboring
gene, which is not the case for trans-acting

lncRNAs. lncRNAs were initially thought to

represent transcriptional noise arising from im-
precise transcriptional initiation; however, there

ismore andmore evidence that these transcripts

can have important regulatory functions in a

wide variety of biological processes.
One of the most intriguing and also daunt-

ing aspects of lncRNAs is their wide variety

of potential functions. lncRNAs can function
through interactions with proteins, DNA, or

RNA (Rinn and Chang 2012). Although

lncRNAs are still being described and character-
ized, some transcripts have been studied for

decades. For example, X-inactive specific tran-

script (Xist) is a large 20-kb transcript that has
been studied intensively for the past 20 years.

Xist is involved in dosage compensation and X

chromosome inactivation in females (Lessing
et al. 2013). We continue to learn interesting

biology about this critical lncRNA. McHugh

et al. (2015) elegantly showed that Xist can
directly bind to the protein SHARP (SMRT

and HDAC Associated Repressor Protein, also

called SPEN) to silence the X chromosome.
This was the first demonstration of a protein

that binds to Xist required for silencing. Al-

though Xist was previously shown to bind to
the polycomb repressor complex 2 (PRC2),

knockdown studies of PRC2 complex compo-

nents failed to interfere with Xist-mediated
silencing. Instead, SHARP binds to the SMRT

corepressor, which activates HDAC3 mediating

silencing and exclusion of RNA pol II from the
X chromosome (McHugh et al. 2015). There is

an exciting emerging role for Xist in T and B

cells. Wang et al. 2016b showed that many im-
mune-related genes are bi-allelically expressed

in female lymphocytes, and it appeared that

Xist RNA was down-regulated, thus enabling
increased expression of these genes. They

conclude that in female lymphocytes the X

inactivation center is predisposed to become
partially reactivated, which could account for

why females display enhanced immunity over

men and also why females are more prone to
autoimmunity (Wang et al. 2016b).

lncRNAs also function as posttranscription-

al regulators of gene expression involved inmes-
senger RNA (mRNA) decay (1/2-sbsRNAs),
mRNA stabilization (BACE-AS), as well as

splicing regulation (MALAT1) (Rashid et al.
2016). A number of lncRNAs have been shown

to act asmiRNA sponges, and there is a database
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(miRSponge), which is a manually curated da-

tabase for all miRNA sponges and competitive
endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs) that have experi-

mental data to support their function (Wang

et al. 2015a).
A significant challenge in studying lncRNAs

is to prove that the transcript is indeed noncod-

ing. A numberof bioinformatics tools have been
used to determine the possibility of a transcript

containing an open reading frame that will

produce a protein or peptide. Codon substitu-
tion frequency and its most recent version

(PhyloCSF) is a comparative genomics method

that can analyze nucleotide sequence alignment
across multiple species to determine whether a

transcript is coding or noncoding (Lin et al.

2011). The development of ribosomal foot-
printing has increased our ability to experimen-

tally validate whether a transcript is indeed

noncoding (Ingolia et al. 2009, 2011, 2012).
Ribosome profiling involves the mapping of

translating ribosomes across any transcript by

deep sequencing of the mRNA footprints that
are occupied by ribosomes and thus protected

from nuclease digestion (Ingolia et al. 2009).

Analysis of the ribosome-protected RNA frag-
ments allows for a map of translation to be

identified at a single nucleotide level. Ingolia

et al. (2014) have shown that many noncoding
regions, including 50 UTRs and lncRNAs, are

found to produce footprints, raising the possi-

bility that some of these regions could be trans-
lated producing proteins or small peptides.

Guttman et al. (2013) showed that ribosome

occupancy of lncRNAs and 50 UTRs does not
necessarily lead to the designation of these tran-

scripts as coding. They developed the ribosome

release score (RRS) that allows for lncRNAs and
50 UTRs to be classified into defined categories

that are unique to coding genes (Guttman et al.

2013). The release score indicates the time a
ribosome is released once it hits a stop codon.

These data indicate that the majority of non-

coding transcripts do not function through
the production of a protein. A number of addi-

tional studies have examined lncRNAs binding

to ribosomes in human cells and zebrafish.
Although many lncRNAs associate with ribo-

somes, it is hypothesized that the vast majority

of these transcripts fail to be translated, or if

they generate small peptides, these are rapidly
degraded possibly through the nonsense-medi-

ated decay (NMD) pathway (Bánfai et al. 2012;

Chew et al. 2013; Carlevaro-Fita et al. 2016).
Recent studies from the Olsen laboratory at

the University of Texas Southwestern have

shown that at least two lncRNAs can produce
micropeptides in the mammalian system (An-

derson et al. 2015; Nelson et al. 2016). Myoreg-

ulin (MLN) is a peptide encoded by a skeletal
muscle–specific lncRNA. Genetic deletion of

MLN-enhanced calcium handling in skeletal

muscle in mice and improved exercise perfor-
mance (Anderson et al. 2015). Dwarf open

reading frame (DWORF) is a muscle-specific

34-amino-acid micropeptide encoded within
an lncRNA. DWORF functions to regulate

SERCA activity and enhances muscle contrac-

tility (Nelson et al. 2016). Here, we provide an
overviewof the cross talk between cytokines and

lncRNAs and how these RNAs and the cytokines

they regulate can impact the development and
activation status of immune cells. We will also

discuss the emerging interest in lncRNAs in dis-

ease and their potential as therapeutic targets.

lncRNAs, CYTOKINES, AND IMMUNE
CELL DIFFERENTIATION

Cell differentiation is a tightly controlled

process regulated both transcriptionally and
posttranscriptionally. Cell-type specificity is

governed through tight control of transcription

factors and cytokine production. Recent studies
have highlighted the importance of lncRNAs

in controlling hematopoiesis through their abil-

ity to bind other RNAs, DNA, or proteins and
modulate the chromatin state, mRNA stability,

protein expression, and signaling. Interestingly,

lncRNAs appear to be expressed in amuchmore
cell-type-specific manner than transcription

factors and other protein-coding genes, making

them attractive targets to understand various
stages of cell differentiation (Guttman et al.

2010; Cabili et al. 2011; Washietl et al. 2014).

Hematopoiesis involves the formation of all
blood cell components. Hematopoietic stem

cells (HSCs) are self-renewing cells that reside
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within the medulla of the bone marrow. HSCs

differentiate in specific restricted stages to give
rise to three lineages, erythroid cells (red blood

cells and platelets), lymphocytes (T, B, and nat-

ural killer [NK] cells), andmyeloid cells (mono-
cytes, neutrophils, basophils, and eosinophils

(Orkin and Zon 2008). The role of transcription

factors in determining cell fate during hemato-
poiesis has been studied intensely for a number

of years. Mouse knockouts of transcription

factors confirm their importance in lineage
specification. In addition, mutations within

some transcription factors are associated with

malignancies such as leukemia (Orkin and Zon
2008). Protein-based assays, including flow

cytometry and, more recently, CyTOF, are re-

vealing new markers of each cell lineage (Ben-
dall et al. 2011). The contribution of noncoding

RNA to these processes is also now emerging.

Cytokines are essential regulators of hema-
topoiesis.Many cytokines can be used in culture

to differentiate HSCs into specific cell types.

Cytokines function by binding to specific recep-
tors present on HSCs, thus controlling self-

renewal, differentiation, mobility, and death.

In this section, we cover the emerging roles for
lncRNAs within hematopoiesis and place them

in the context of cytokine signaling and cell-

type specificity for immune-cell subtypes.

ERYTHROCYTES

Recent studies have provided a comprehensive

overview of the erythrocyte transcriptome (Al-

varez-Dominguez et al. 2014; Doss et al. 2015).
To differentiate cells from peripheral blood

into erythrocytes, cells must be treated with

interleukin (IL)-3, human stem cell factor, and
erythropoietin. Close to 100 lncRNAs were

shown to be differentially expressed during

erythrocyte development (Alvarez-Dominguez
et al. 2014). The top candidate lncRNAs from

this study, based on their expression pattern

and the transcription factors that regulate
them (Gata1, Tal1, and KLF1), were all shown

to play a role in controlling erythrocyte devel-

opment. One of these RNAs (artificial long
noncoding RNA [alncRNA]-EC7), an enhanc-

er RNA neighboring the protein-coding gene

BAND3, was found to function in cis to control

BAND3 expression, which is critical for eryth-
rocyte differentiation. lncRNA-erythroid pro-

survival (EPS) was also identified as a highly

induced lncRNA during the terminal differen-
tiation of erythrocytes. Knockdown of lncRNA-

EPS led to apoptosis, whereas overexpression of

the transcript promoted erythrocyte survival.
lncRNA-EPS expression repressed expression

of proapoptotic genes (Hu et al. 2011). A

long intervening noncoding RNA (lincRNA)-
EPS-deficient mouse was recently generated by

removal of the 4-kb region harboring the

lincRNA-EPS locus and replacing it with a
neomycin resistance cassette. Surprisingly, this

mouse did not manifest any developmental

defect, and the process of erythropoiesis was
intact (Atianand et al. 2016). This observation

indicates potential redundancy regarding the

contribution of lincRNA-EPS to erythropoiesis,
suggesting that more than one lincRNA may be

involved. An intriguing role for lincRNA-EPS

in controlling immune signaling has been iden-
tified in this animal model (Atianand et al.

2016), and will be discussed in detail later in

this review.

SHORT-LIVED MYELOID CELLS

In the peripheral blood, 70% of the leukocytes

include neutrophils, eosinophils, and classical

monocytes that represent the short-lived mye-
loid cells. Kotzin et al. (2016) have identified an

lncRNA they named “Morrbid” (myeloid RNA

regulator of Bim-induced death) that functions
to control the short-lived myeloid cell life span.

Morrbid is highly conserved across species. The

authors generated a Morrbid knockout mouse
and observed a dramatic decrease in the short-

lived myeloid cell population circulating in the

blood. They showed that Morrbid is specifically
expressed in these myeloid cells where its ex-

pression levels are dependent on the common

cytokine receptorb-chain cytokines (IL-3, IL-5,
and granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulat-

ing factor [GMCSF]). Morrbid localized to the

nucleus and bound to chromatin. Mechanisti-
cally, Morrbid functions in cis to suppress the

expression of its neighboring proapoptotic gene
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Bcl2l11 (Bim) by recruiting the PRC2 complex

to the promoter of Bcl2l11 in short-lived mye-
loid cells.

MACROPHAGES

Monocytes circulate in the periphery and, when

activated by specific cytokines, differentiate
into monocyte-derived macrophages. In vitro,

human monocytes can be differentiated into

classically activated macrophages or M1 cells
using GMCSF or stimulation with lipopolysac-

charide/interferon g (LPS/IFN-g).M2 cells (or

alternatively activated cells) are obtained fol-
lowing macrophage colony-stimulating factor

(MCSF) stimulation or activation with IL-4.

The history behind the classification of macro-
phages intoM1 andM2 is somewhat controver-

sial and is reviewed extensively by Martinez and

Gordon (2014) andMurray et al. (2014). PU.1 is
the master transcription factor associated with

macrophage identity. Polarization of M1 and

M2 cells relies on distinct additional transcrip-
tion factors. The M1 cell phenotype requires

IRF5 and signal transducers and activators of

transcription (STAT)1, whereas M2 cells use
STAT6, IRF4, and PPARG. Activated M1 cells,

which produce tumor necrosis factor (TNF),

IL-6, and IL-12, display increased antimicrobial
activity and antigen presentation, whereas M2

cells are associated with the production of IL-10

and IL-4, T helper (Th) 2 cell activation, and
defense against parasitic infections (Lawrence

and Natoli 2011).

Long noncoding monocyte (lnc-MC) is the
first lncRNA associated with macrophage differ-

entiation. lnc-MC is transcriptionally regulated

by PU.1. It appears to be involved in differentia-
tion in THP1 andHL-60 cells. lnc-MC functions

as a competitive endogenous RNA (ceRNA)

that sponges up miR-199a-5p, which in turn
targets activin A receptor type 1B (ACVR1B).

This protein is a known regulator of monocyte

to macrophage differentiation; therefore, the
sponging effect of lnc-MC on miR199-5p en-

sures its expression and allows for the differen-

tiation program to occur (Chen et al. 2015).
Huang et al. (2016) differentiated macro-

phages into M1 (IFN-gþLPS) and M2 (IL-4)

and profiled the expressed lncRNAs using an

lncRNA-specific microarray. They identified
9343 lncRNAs with twofold differential expres-

sion in M1 macrophages and 4592 in M2 mac-

rophages when compared to monocyte-derived
macrophages (Huang et al. 2016). They focused

on one lncRNA (TCONS_00019715) that was

higher in M1 compared to M2 macrophages.
Knocking down this lncRNA in human THP1

cells resulted in an increase inM2markers com-

pared to M1 markers. Whether this lncRNA is
directly involved in M1 polarization remains to

be determined.

DENDRITIC CELLS

Dendritic cells (DCs) are the professional anti-
gen-presenting cells of the immune system.

There are a large number of DC cell subtypes,

including conventional DCs, plasmacytoid
DCs, and monocyte-derived DCs (Shortman

and Liu 2002). In mice, DCs can be cultured

from bone marrow using GMCSF. Although,
in humans, monocytes from the periphery are

differentiated into DCs using GMCSF and IL-4

to produce monocyte-derived dendritic cells
(MoDCs) (Shortman and Liu 2002).

Long noncoding dendritic cell (lnc-DC)

was identified in human conventional DCs
among a collection of lncRNAs whose expres-

sion increased during the process of DC differ-

entiation. Knocking down lnc-DC in human
monocytes inhibited their ability to differenti-

ate into MoDCs. A similar result was observed

when lnc-DC was knocked down in murine
bone marrow–derived DCs, which resulted in

an impairment in their ability to activate T cells.

lnc-DCwas shown to interact with STAT3 in the
cytoplasm preventing SHP1 from dephosphor-

ylating STAT3, suggesting that the function

of lnc-DC is to enhance the activation of
STAT3 in the cytoplasm, enabling the STAT3

transcriptional program to occur (Wang et al.

2014). There have been some questions raised
concerning the identification and characteriza-

tion of the murine ortholog of lnc-DC. The

gene at this locus was previously identified as
Wdnm1-like andpossesses protein-coding capac-

ity and is expressed in adipocytes (Wu and
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Smas 2008). These data suggest that a functional

lncRNA is present only inhumans,whereas other
mammals encode the protein-coding transcript

Wdnm1-like (Dijkstra and Ballingall 2014).

T CELLS

Naı̈ve Th cells differentiate into effector cells
through the coordinated expression of specific

transcription factors and cytokines. The tran-

scription factors orchestrate complex epigenetic
alterations of gene loci to specifically activate or

repress genes required for lineage specification.

Naı̈ve CD4þ T cells differentiate into effector T
subsets, including Th1, Th2, Th17, and regula-

tory T cells (Tregs), which express the cytokines

IFN-g (Th1); IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 (Th2); IL-17
(Th17); or transforming growth factor b (TGF-

b) and IL-10 (Treg cells). In contrast, naı̈ve

CD8þ T cells differentiate into cytotoxic CD8
T cells following IL-2 stimulation, and they

produce IFN-g and TNF. This differentiation

step is essential for the adaptive immune system
to provide protection against infection. Table 1

outlines the cytokines involved in T-cell differ-

entiation, cytokines produced by each T-cell
subset, and the lncRNAs identified to function

in each subset (also depicted in Fig. 1).

CD8 T Cells

RNA-seq analysis of various T-cell subsets have
identified a large collection of lncRNAs that

are both specific for each subset and also

play critical roles in T-cell development and
differentiation. The first comprehensive study

on lncRNAs in CD8þ T cells identified .1000

lncRNAs in human and murine CD8þ T cells
that displayed cell-type-specific expression, with

many close to protein-coding genes with known

functions in T-cell biology (Pang et al. 2009).
Patients suffering from severe asthma have in-

creased activation of circulating CD8þ T cells

compared to CD4þ T cells. 167 lncRNAs show
differential expression in activated CD8þ T cells;

however, their roles in regulating these responses

were not investigated (Tsitsiou et al. 2012).
lncRNA-CD244 (lncRNA-AS-GSTT1(1-72))

was found to be expressed at high levels in CD8þ

T cells that are infected with Mycobacterium

tuberculosis, where it functions to impair T-
cell antigen receptor (TCR) signaling. Knock-

down of lncRNA-CD244 resulted in elevated

expression of IFN-g and TNF-a. Expression
of this lncRNAwas induced following activation

with CD244 (a known TCR inhibitor that is

induced following tuberculosis [TB] infection)
and the lncRNA, in turn, represses expression of

IFN-g and TNF-a through its interactions with

enhancer of zeste homolog 2 (EZH2), a major
component of the PRC2 complex (Wang et al.

2015b).

Th1 Cells

Th1 cells require the transcription factor T-bet
for their differentiation and production of

IFN-g. A number of studies have cataloged

levels of lncRNAs in different T-cell subsets.
Xia et al. (2014) studied lncRNA expressed

in CD42CD82 (DN) cells compared to

CD4þCD8þ (DP), and CD4þCD82 and acti-
vated CD4þCD82 T cells. They identified a

total of 788 lncRNAs between all of these cell

types and 746mRNAs (Xia et al. 2014). Hu et al.
(2013) systemically studied lncRNA expression

in a number of T-cell subsets. They identified

354 lncRNAs that were expressed in Th1 cells.
When they compared lncRNAs expressed in

Th1, Th2, naı̈ve CD4þ, Th17, or inducible

Treg (iTreg) cells, they found only 100 lncRNAs
that were common to all cell types. Nearly 50%

of lncRNAswere unique to a given T-cell subset.

Comparing this to .78% of mRNAs that are
commonly expressed across all T-cell subtypes

confirmed that lncRNAs are expressed in amore

cell-type-specific manner than protein-coding
genes (Hu et al. 2013). More than 56% of

lncRNAs expressed in Th1 cells are controlled

by the transcription factor STAT4, whereas
STAT6 controls Th2-expressing lncRNAs.

NeST

NeST (nettoie Salmonella pas Theiler’s [cleanup

Salmonella not Theiler’s], also called lincR-ifng-
30AS), was originally described as TMEVG,

identified in Th1 cells, and expressed in a
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Figure 1. Cytokine/long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) interplay in controlling immune cell development and
function. This figure shows lncRNAs that are controlling cytokine production and cytokines controlling lncRNA
expression. (A) Interferon (IFN)/lncRNA regulatory loop, (B) lncRNAs induced by Toll-like receptor (TLR)
signaling pathway to control cytokine production, and (C) those lncRNAs critical for immune cell development.
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manner dependent on T-bet (Hu et al. 2013). In

more recent studies, NeST was identified as
a gene associated with persistence of Theiler’s

virus in mice. In these studies, NeSTwas found

to associate with the WDR subunit of mixed-
lineage leukemia histone H3 Lys 4 (H3K4)

methyltransferase to increase H3K4 methyla-

tion at the IFN-g locus in CD8 T cells. Mice
lacking NeST are capable of being persistently

infected with Theiler’s virus, while being resis-

tant to lethal Salmonella enterica infection.
These data were the first to identify roles for

noncoding RNAs in host defense to infectious

pathogens (Collier et al. 2012; Gomez et al.
2013). Recently, Li et al. (2016) have shown

that expression of NeST is altered in patients

with immune thrombocytopenia (IT). Periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from

these patients showed decreased NeST expres-

sion, whereas IFN-g was elevated. This was
not the case for healthy controls in which

NeST expression and IFN-g expression are

positively associated. They conclude that NeST
and IFN-g are in a regulatory loop in which

NeST is initially needed for IFN-g expression,

and this increased expression subsequently in-
hibits NeST and IFN-g expression levels in

patients with IT (Li et al. 2016). NeST also

shows elevated expression levels in patients
suffering from Sjorgren’s syndrome and ulcera-

tive colitis (Padua et al. 2016; Wang et al.

2016a). The exact mechanism or role of NeST
in the pathogenesis of these diseases remains to

be determined.

Th2 Cells

The transcription factors STAT6 and GATA3
are critical for Th2 cell differentiation via their

regulating the expression of many Th2-specific

genes. LincR-Ccr2-50AS is regulated by GATA3,
with reduced expression in a GATA3 knockout

Th2 cell. In a more global analysis, GATA3

regulated ≏28% of Th2-specific lncRNAs (Hu
et al. 2013). LincR-Ccr2-50AS can regulate mi-

gration of Th2 cells to the lung. Knocking down

this lncRNA using short-hairpin (shRNA) did
not inhibit expression of the Th2 cytokine IL-4

but did result in decreased expression of its

neighboring protein-coding genes, including

Ccr1-Ccr5. There is an antisense lncRNA neigh-
boring GATA3 (GATA3-AS) that is also Th2-cell

restricted. The lncRNATh2 locus control region

(LCR) is also Th2-specific in expression and is
localized at the 30 end of the Rad50 gene (Spur-

lock et al. 2015). This lncRNA is coexpressed

with IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, and knockdown of
this lncRNA greatly impacted expression levels

of these cytokines. The current mechanism for

how lncRNA Th2-LCR controls these genes is
through its recruitment of the WDR5-contain-

ing complexes that regulate H3K4me3 patterns

at the affected target gene loci.

Th17

Th17 cells are specified by RORC (retinoic acid

receptor-related orphan nuclear receptor gt)

and BATF (basic leucine zipper ATF-like) tran-
scription factors and they produce IL-17 and IL-

22. Spurlock et al. (2015) identified 56 lncRNAs

that are expressed in primary Th17 cells and 61
that are expressed in Th17 effector cells. These

two cell states share a total of 31 lncRNAs. They

found that lncRNAs are expressed in a highly
lineage-specific manner with many Th17-spe-

cific lncRNAs encoded on chromosome 2, 16,

and 17 (Spurlock et al. 2015).
Huang et al. (2015) have identified a role for

lncRNA RMRP in controlling gene expression

programs in Th17 cells. They identified DEAD-
box helicase DD5 as the binding partner of

the transcription factor RORgt that controls

transcription of target genes in Th17 cells. The
interaction between these two proteins is medi-

ated by the lncRNA Rmrp. Rmrp is highly con-

served, and mutations in Rmrp are linked to
cartilage hair hyperplasia (CHH), a genetic dis-

order of bone growth that leads to short stature

and other skeletal abnormalities, fine hair, and
immune deficiencies. This is the first genetic

disorder in which the causative mutation lies

within an lncRNA.Mice carrying the point mu-
tation present in CHH had reduced binding to

DDX5, resulting in a decrease in RORC target

genes (Huang et al. 2015). This discovery pro-
vides new insights in the regulation and com-

plexity of Th17 cell functions.
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Tregs

Tregulatory cells act as suppressors of immune

responses in which they function to down-reg-

ulate the actions of effector T cells. Natural Tregs
originate in the thymus, whereas iTregs arise

from naı̈ve T cells in the periphery. Tregs require

the transcription factor Foxp3 and the cytokine
TGF-b for their differentiation. Tregs can pro-

duce TGF-b, IL-10, and IL-35, which all aid in

suppressing immune responses. Hu et al. (2013)
cataloged a total of 278 lncRNAs in iTregs;

however, the functions for these genes in iTreg

development or effector functions were not ex-
amined. DQ786243 is a lncRNA that was shown

to be significantlyoverexpressed in patients with

clinically activated Crohn’s disease (CD). High
expression levels of DQ786243 appear to affect

expression of CREB and Foxp3 therefore im-

pacting Treg functions. The results here are cor-
relative, and the mechanism by which this

lncRNA might impact gene expression within

CD remains to be determined (Qiao et al. 2013).

CYTOKINE REGULATION OF lncRNAS

TNF-a Stimulation

Activation of mouse embryonic fibroblasts with

TNF-a regulates the expression of 3596 protein-
coding genes, 112 lncRNAs, and 54 pseudogene

lncRNAs. Rapicavoli et al. (2013) identified

Lethe (after the river of forgetfulness in Greek
mythology) as a TNF-a-inducible and IL-1B-

inducible lncRNA. Lethe is nuclear localized

and binds to chromatin. Lethe acts as an inhib-
itor of nuclear factor kB (NF-kB)-mediated

transcriptional activation by sequestering RelA

(p65) and preventing its translocation into
the nucleus (Rapicavoli et al. 2013). Increased

NF-kB activity is associated with aging, and the

authors showed that Lethe expression levels
decrease dramatically with age because of in-

creased NF-kB activity.

The Interferon/lncRNA Regulatory Loop

Activation of the interferon response (types I,

II, and III) is critical for protection against

infection by viruses and other pathogens. The

type I IFNs bind to their receptor, IFN-a/BR,
and trigger activation of the Janus kinase/
signal transducers and activators of transcrip-

tion (JAK-STAT) signaling pathway, leading to
the production of interferon-stimulated genes

(ISGs). IFN signaling can lead to the activation

of a number of lncRNAs, which, in turn, act to
control these signaling pathways. There were a

number of high-throughput RNA-sequencing

studies performed using a variety of viral infec-
tions, showing that 1000s of lncRNAs were

regulated in virus-infected cells. Profiling of

lncRNAs has been performed at a vast rate,
yet the mechanistic understanding of these

lncRNAs and their functions has lagged far be-

hind.Most of these studies provide information
on the differential regulation of lncRNAs, with

no insight into the roles these lncRNAs might

play in host defense. The databaseMONOCLdb
contains annotated lncRNAs that are induced

by IFN-a stimulation (Josset et al. 2014). The

numbers of lncRNAs identified are outlined in
Table 2. In this section, we will focus on IFN-

regulated lncRNAs, with experimental data

supporting biological activity in these pathways.

lncRNA-CMPK2

lncRNA-CMPK2 is a polyadenylated, spliced

nuclear lncRNA that is induced by IFN-a in

a number of cell lines in both humans and
mice. lncRNA-CMPK2 has been shown to be

elevated in the livers of patients with hepatitis

C virus (HCV) infection (Kambara et al. 2014).
lncRNA-CMPK2 can inhibit the IFN response

as knockdown of this gene in hepatocytes

resulted in a reduction in HCV replication and
an up-regulation of ISGs. The mechanism by

which this lncRNA mediates its inhibitory

effects remains unclear.

lncRNA-BST2

Two groups identified the same IFN-a induc-

ible lncRNA known as BST2 IFN-stimulated

positive regulator (BISPR) (Barriocanal et al.
2015; Kambara et al. 2015). A bidirectional

promoter of the protein-coding gene BST2
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transcribes BISPR that then acts as a positive

regulator for BST2 expression. Small interfering

RNA (siRNA)-mediated knockdown of BISPR
had a dramatic impact on BST2 protein expres-

sion levels.

NeST

As mentioned earlier, the lncRNA NeST (also

known as TMEVPG1 and LincR-Ifng-30AS0) is
expressed in the Th1 subset of helper T cells and

is critical for controlling infectionwith Theiler’s

virus. NeST controls the expression of IFN-g
through WDR5-dependent histone methyla-

tion at the Ifng locus in CD8þ T cells.

NRAV

Negative regulator of antiviral response (NRAV)

is a lncRNA that is dramatically down-regulated

in cells following viral infection. It functions to
suppress ISG expression through epigenetic reg-

ulation of these genes. Overexpressing human

NRAV in mice results in enhanced influenza A
virus (IAV) virulence (Ouyang et al. 2014).

NRON

The expression of lncRNA NRON (noncoding

repressor or nuclear factor of activated T

[NFAT] cells) is controlled by HIV. NRON is
localized to the cytosol where it can bind to

the transcription factor NFAT and repress

its activity. Knockdown of NRON using siRNA

resulted in enhanced HIV replication because

of increased activity of NFAT (Imam et al.
2015).

lncRNA-CD244

lncRNA-CD244 (lncRNA-AS-GSTT1[1-72)] is
found at high levels in CD8þ T cells that are

infected with M. tuberculosis where it inhibits

T-cell signaling. Knocking down lncRNA-
CD244 results in increased expression of IFN-g

and TNF-a. The authors find that this lncRNA

expression is driven by CD244 signaling and
functions to repress IFN-g and TNF-a through

its interactions with EZH2, a component of the

PRC2 complex (Wang et al. 2015b).

lncRNAs THAT REGULATE CYTOKINE
PRODUCTION

Innate immune signaling pathways are com-
plex, consisting of feedforward and feedback

mechanisms, which function in a temporally

regulated manner to elicit effective host de-
fenses and ensure that immune homeostasis is

maintained. lncRNAs are now emerging as cru-

cial players in controlling these inducible tran-
scriptional networks. In this section, we will

outline those lncRNAs with validated experi-

mental data supporting their roles in control-
ling cytokine expression downstream from in-

nate immune receptor activation.

Table 2. RNA-seq profiling of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) following immune activation

Stimulant Species Cell/tissue type

lncRNAs

(up-regulated)

lncRNAs

(down-regulated) References

TNF-a Mouse MEFs 166 Rapicavoli et al. 2013

Pam3CSK4 Mouse BMDMs 62 62 Carpenter et al. 2013

Pam3CSK4 Human THP1s (monocytic cell line) 156 Li et al. 2014

IFN-a Human Hepatocytes ≏120 ≏100, exact

number

not reported

Kambara et al. 2014

IAV Human Alveolar cells 494 413 Ouyang et al. 2014

EV71 Human Rhabdomyosarcoma cells 2990 1876 Yin et al. 2013

SARS-CoV Mouse Lung 1500 Peng et al. 2010

TNF-a, Tumor necrosis factora; MEFs, murine embryo fibroblasts; BMDMs, bone-marrow-derived macrophages; IFN-a,

interferon a; IAV, influenza Avirus; SARS-CoV, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus.
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lincRNA-Cox2

Studies in our laboratory identified lincRNA-

Cox2 as a dynamically regulated lincRNA in

murine macrophages stimulated with multiple
Toll-like receptor (TLR) ligands, including lipo-

polysaccharide, which activates TLR4/MD2

and Pam3CSK4, a synthetic bacterial lipopep-
tide that acts as TLR1/2 ligand (Carpenter

et al. 2013). Prior studies had identified this

lincRNA in DCs exposed to lipopolysaccharide,
which engages TLR4/MD2 (Guttman et al.

2009). lincRNA-Cox2 acts as both a repressor

and an activator of distinct clusters of innate
immune genes. lincRNA-Cox2 can form a

complex with hnRNP-A/B and A2/B1 to me-

diate its repressive effects on interferon-stimu-
lated genes. Knockdown of lincRNA-Cox2

also severely impaired the production of addi-

tional immune genes, including the proinflam-
matory cytokine IL-6; however, the precise

molecular mechanism by which lincRNA-

Cox2 mediates these latter effects in macro-
phages is still unclear.

Two recent studies have shed new light on

the function of lincRNA-Cox2. Chen and col-
leagues have shown that TNF-a induced

lincRNA-Cox2 functions to control IL-12B lev-

els in intestinal epithelial cells. In a series of
elegant biochemical studies, these authors

showed that lincRNA-Cox2 facilitates the re-

cruitment of Mi-2/nucleosome remodeling
and deacetylate (Mi2/NuRD) complex to the

IL-12B promoter region, resulting in inhibition

of IL-12B expression (Tong et al. 2016). They
also showed that lincRNA-Cox2 can promote

immune gene activation through binding to

the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex.
Both of these studies classify lincRNA-Cox2 as a

primary response gene because they observed

early induction (2 h) of this transcript in
intestinal epithelial cells or RAWs (murinemac-

rophage cell line). In our own studies, in mac-

rophages, we found that lincRNA-Cox2 reached
maximal expression following 5 h of stimula-

tionwith TLR2 ligands in primarymurinemac-

rophages. Indeed, we observe superinduction of
lincRNA-Cox2 in murine macrophages treated

with TLR2 ligands in the presence of cyclo-

heximide (S Carpenter and KA Fitzgerald,

unpubl.), indicating this gene may be a second-
ary response gene in murine macrophages. It is

possible that lincRNA-Cox2 has varying expres-

sion profiles in different cell types. The exact
mediators that collaborate with lincRNA-Cox2

to exert these regulatory functions remain to be

further elucidated.

THRIL

TNF-a and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleo-

protein L (hnRNPL)-related immunoregulato-

ry lincRNA (THRIL) was identified in the hu-
manmonocyte cell line THP1 (Li et al. 2014). A

total of 156 lncRNAs were found to be differ-

entially regulated in THP1 cells following stim-
ulation with the TLR1/2 ligand Pam3CSK4.

THRIL is an antisense transcript that partially

overlaps the 30 UTRof the gene encoding BRI3-
binding protein (Bri3bp). THRIL functions

to regulate TNF-a expression through interac-

tions with hnRNPL. RNA-seq analysis on
THRIL knockdown cells showed that this

lncRNA has a broad impact on expression of a

large number of immune genes (454). Interest-
ingly 98% of these genes were down-regulated

when THRIL was knocked down, strongly sug-

gesting that this lncRNA is critical for control-
ling basal expression of these genes (Li et al.

2014). The exact mechanism of action of this

lincRNA and whether all of these effects are
direct or indirectly regulated by THRIL remains

to be clarified.

PACER

The p50-associated COX-2 extragenic RNA
(PACER) is transcribed in the antisense direc-

tion directly upstream of the PTGS2 (Cox2)

transcription start site (Krawczyk and Emerson
2014). To date, there is no evidence that PACER

is conserved across species. PACER functions

to sequester p50, the repressive subunit of the
NF-kB complex, preventing p50 from binding

to the PTGS2 promoter. The authors show that

the presence of CTCF at the PTGS2 promoter
facilitates chromatin accessibility, resulting in

transcription of PACER. PACER then functions
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to recruit p300 and RNA Pol II complexes, lead-

ing to the induction of Cox2. PACER’s interac-
tion with p50 permits access to the activating

complex of NF-kB (p50-p65) at the PTGS2

promoter following inflammatory stimulation
(Krawczyk and Emerson 2014).

NEAT1

NEAT1 is a 4-kb unspliced nonpolyadenylated

transcript critical for the formation of nuclear
paraspeckles (Clemson et al. 2009). NEAT1

is evolutionarily conserved and the murine

homolog displays two small regions of high se-
quence conservation (Clemson et al. 2009).

NEAT1 is induced by influenza virus and herpes

simplex virus in addition to PolyI:C (synthetic
RNA ligand that activates TLR3). NEAT1 is crit-

ical for the expression of IL-8 through its in-

teractions with the splicing protein splicing fac-
tor proline/glutamine-rich (SFPQ) (Imamura

et al. 2014). Chromatin immunoprecipitation

(ChIP) assays confirmed that at basal levels
SFPQ binds to the promoter of the gene encod-

ing IL-8 and inhibits transcription. NEAT1 can

interact with SFPQ, resulting in the protein re-
locating to paraspeckles releasing its repression

of IL-8.

Recent evidence suggests that NEAT1 ex-
pression is elevated in patients suffering from

systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), and the

expression is predominantly present in mono-
cytes. Knockdown of NEAT1 resulted in de-

creased expression of proinflammatory genes,

including IL6 and CXCL10, and the authors
propose a mechanism by which NEAT1 affects

the late-stage mitogen-activated protein kinases

(MAPK) pathway following LPS stimulation.
They conclude that NEAT1 could act as a regu-

latory contributor to the increased cytokine

signature associated with the pathogenesis of
SLE (Zhang et al. 2016).

lnc-IL-7R

lnc-IL-7R is an LPS-inducible transcript that

overlaps the 30 UTR of IL-7R, with both tran-
scripts sharing the same polyA tail. Knockdown

of lnc-IL-7R led to an increase in expression of

a number of genes, including IL-7R, IL-8,

VCAM-1, and E-selectin. This knockdown was
accompanied by a decrease in the transcription-

al histone repressor mark H3K27 trimethyla-

tion at the promoters of affected genes (Cui
et al. 2014). The exact mechanism of how lnc-

IL-7R regulates H3K27 at its target genes still

requires mechanistic understanding.

IL-1b-RBT46

IL-1b-RBT46 originates from a region of bidi-
rectional transcription upstream of the tran-

scription start site of IL-1B. It is inducible

following LPS stimulation or infection with
Listeria monocytogenes. Knocking down this

transcript with shRNA resulted in a reduction

in IL-1B and CXCL8 expression at both the
RNA and protein levels (Ilott et al. 2014).

NKILA

NF-kB-interacting lncRNA (NKILA) acts as a
direct inhibitor of NF-kB signaling. NKILA

binds to the NF-kB/IkB complex inhibiting

phosphorylation and subsequent degradation
of IkB, resulting in the p65 subunit of NF-kB

remaining in the cytoplasm and therefore

inhibiting signaling (Liu et al. 2015). A recent
article has questioned some of these findings by

Liu et al. and provided some additional infor-

mation on this locus, showing that NKILA is
transcribed in the opposite orientation to the

protein-coding gene PMEPA1 (Dijkstra and

Alexander 2015).

AS-IL-1a

Studies in our own laboratory identified a nat-

ural antisense transcript that is transcribed at
the IL-1A locus. The lncRNA contains partial

sequence complementarity to IL-1A. AS-IL-1a

is a nuclear localized transcript that is highly
inducible following TLR stimulation or follow-

ing L. monocytogenes infection in vivo (Chan

et al. 2015). Knockdown studies have shown
that AS-IL-1a is required for transcription of

the IL-1A protein-coding gene.
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lincRNA-EPS

The vast majority of studies of lncRNAs in
immunity have focused on inducible lncRNAs

and their role in controlling immune gene

expression. However, it is clear from all of the
RNA-seq data generated that there are just

as many lncRNAs that are down-regulated

following inflammatory stimulation of innate
immune cells. One such example is lincRNA-

EPS. As mentioned earlier, this lncRNAwas first

identified as an erythrocyte-expressed lncRNA
crucial for during red blood cell development.

A recent study expanded on this and showed

that lincRNA-EPS has additional functions
beyond those proposed for erythrocytes (Atia-

nand et al. 2016). lincRNA-EPS is expressed

in macrophages and DCs and is rapidly down-
regulated following inflammatory stimulation.

lincRNA-EPS-deficient mice display enhanced

inflammation and succumb to endotoxin-
mediated lethality faster than their correspond-

ing littermate controls. lincRNA-EPS-deficient

macrophages have elevated expression of ≏200
immune response genes. lincRNA-EPS associ-

ates with chromatin at regulatory regions of

these genes where it controls nucleosome posi-
tioning to restrain transcription of these genes.

lincRNA-EPS mediates some of these functions

through its interaction with heterogeneous
nuclear ribonucleoprotein L, which occurs via

a CANACA motif, known to be enriched in

RNAs that bind hnRNPL located in its 30 end

(Atianand et al. 2016). The identification of
lincRNA-EPS as a repressor of inflammatory

responses further highlights the importance of

lincRNAs in the immune system.

EMERGING ROLES FOR lncRNAs
IN DISEASE

Remarkably, 93% of disease-associated SNPs lie

in noncoding regions of the genome, some of

which impact the expression of lncRNAs (Pen-
nisi 2007; Kumar et al. 2013). Approximately

10% of autoimmune and immune-related dis-

order (AID) SNPs are present in lncRNA genes
(Ricaño-Ponce and Wijmenga 2013). Gaining

a better understanding of the molecular mech-

anisms of lncRNA could help define their roles
in inflammatory and autoimmune disease pa-

thologies. Many of the studies to date are

descriptive and correlate expression of a partic-
ular lncRNA associated with specific diseases.

Table 3 outlines lncRNAs that have been func-

tionally associated with autoimmune disorders.
Only one lncRNAwith a known SNP has been

shown to be the direct cause of a genetic disor-

der and that is lncRNA RMRP in CHH as men-
tioned previously. Themajority of autoimmune

conditions are not monogenic disorders, and

therefore it is possible that many lncRNAs
could impact disease pathogenesis in these con-

ditions. Just this year, Lnc13 was identified and

Table 3. Disease-associated long coding RNAs (lncRNAs) and their functions

Disease condition lncRNA Function References

Cartilage hair

hypoplasia

RMRP Controlling gene expression in Th17 cells Huang et al. 2015

Celiac disease Lnc13 Mediates repression of a subset of celiac-

associated genes through its interaction with

hnRNPD

Castellanos-Rubio

et al. 2016

Kawasaki disease THRIL Regulates TNF-a through its interactions with

hnRNPL in monocytes

Li et al. 2014

Psoriasis PRINS Down-regulates the antiapoptotic effects of

G1P3 in keratinocytes

Sonkoly et al. 2005;

Szegedi et al. 2010

Angelman syndrome Ube3a-ATS Silences paternal Ube3a through imprinting Meng et al. 2015

Systemic lupus

erythematosus

NEAT1 Regulates MAPK signaling Zhang et al. 2016

TNF, Tumor necrosis factor; THRIL, TNF-a and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L (hnRNPL)-related im-

munoregulatory lincRNA; hnRNPL, heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase.
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associated with susceptibility to celiac disease

(Castellanos-Rubio et al. 2016). Similar to
what has been reported for lincRNA-EPS,

Lnc13 is down-regulated in myeloid cells ex-

posed to inflammatory stimuli. This down-reg-
ulation, in turn, results in elevated expression

levels of immune genes. Lnc13 partly overlaps

with the protein-coding gene sIl18rap. The 50

end of Lnc13 overlaps the 30 end of IL-18rap.

Like other lincRNAs, Lnc13 interacts with

heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D
(hnRNPD), and this complex is involved in

suppressing immune gene expression. Lnc13 is

encodedwithin a celiac disease–associated hap-
lotype. In patients suffering from celiac disease,

the levels of Lnc13 are decreased in the small

intestine, which could account for the increase
in expression of inflammatory genes in these

patients. In addition, the Lnc13 variant present

in celiac disease patients interacts less efficiently
with hnRNPD than its wild-type counterpart,

which may account for its inability to mediate

its repressor functions.

THERAPEUTIC TARGETING OF CYTOKINES
AND lncRNAs

Cytokines are a major target for therapeutic

intervention in a number of inflammatory con-
ditions with targeted therapeutics for TNF-a,

IFN, and IL-17 already in clinical use (Moreland

et al. 1997; Lipsky et al. 2000; Plosker 2011).
There is increasing interest in therapeutic tar-

geting of noncoding RNAs. A number of com-

panies are currently developing lncRNA thera-
peutic targeting methods, including RaNA

Therapeutics, OPKU-CURNA, and IONIS

Pharmaceuticals. All companies are taking sim-
ilar approaches and targeting lncRNAs that typ-

ically mediate repression of genes through their

interaction with repressor complexes such as
the PRC2 complex to down-regulate expression

of specific protein-coding genes. By interfering

with the expression or function of these
lncRNAs, the goal is to redirect expression of

target protein-coding genes. RaNA Therapeu-

tics just received a patent for Polycomb-associ-
ated noncoding RNAs, which function through

the PRC2 complex (Lee et al. 2016).

All companies are making use of antisense

technology to repress or interfere with lncRNAs
and their target repressor complexes using anti-

sense oligonucleotides. Specifically, they are de-

veloping antagoNATsor gapmers, which are sin-
gle-stranded DNA oligos with locked nucleic

acids (LNAs) that can act either as steric blockers

(if LNAsaredistributed throughout theoligo)or
directly bind to lncRNAs andmediate their deg-

radation through RNase H cleavage (if LNAs are

placed at either end of the oligo). The LNAs help
to protect the oligo against exonuclease cleavage.

Last year, IONIS Pharmaceuticals in collab-

oration with a laboratory at Baylor College of
Medicine published a study describing the pos-

sible uses of lncRNA targeting in Angelman

syndrome, a syndrome that is a monogenic dis-
order caused by maternal deficiency of the

imprinted gene UBE3A, which is an E3 ubiqui-

tin ligase. Patients suffering from Angelman
syndrome possess one paternal copy of

UBE3A; however, this is silenced by the lncRNA

UBE3A-ATS (Meng et al. 2015). This disorder
results in developmental delay, seizures, and

ataxia and there are currently very few treatment

options available. In this study, theymade use of
antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) designed to

target the lncRNAUbe3a-ATS in a mouse mod-

el of Angelman syndrome. Even partial restora-
tion of the UBE3A protein resulted in an im-

provement in the cognitive defects of this

condition. Like other oligo-based therapeutics
(e.g., siRNA), one of themajor obstacles is deliv-

ery and specificity of targeting the gene of inter-

est in a specific location. The initial focus of
many lncRNA therapeutics is on the central ner-

vous system (CNS) diseases for which there are

currently no treatment options. In the case of the
Angelman syndrome study, they are delivering

the oligo directly to the CNS with some success.

Muchwork is needed to increase the efficiencyof
the delivery mechanisms and this will open a

huge opportunity for RNA-based therapeutics.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES

lncRNAs are quickly emerging as key regulators

of a wide variety of biological processes (Rinn
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and Chang 2012). Because lncRNAs display

more cell-type specificity in expression patterns
compared to protein-coding genes, it is esti-

mated that the number of annotated lncRNAs

will continue to expand as more sequencing is
performed. As exciting as this field is, it is also

a daunting challenge to begin to understand

the biological importance of thousands of novel
genes. Some of the challenges include under-

standing the exact annotations of full-length

lncRNA transcripts. Chip-seq, Gro-seq, and
RNA-seq technologies have greatly helped

in the initial annotations. However, because

lncRNAs are cell-type specific in expression pat-
terns, we often need to perform these expensive

and sometimes laborious experiments on each

cell type of interest to fully understand the
start sites of lncRNAs. This information be-

comes even more pertinent when using Cas9/
CRISPR-based techniques such as CRISPRi and
CRISPRa, which heavily rely on knowledge of

the transcriptional start sites of target genes.

Annotating lncRNAs are also made difficult
owing to the levels of repeat elements present

in their sequences (Kim et al. 2016). Novel long

read technologies such as Pac-Bio and Oxford
Nanopore sequencing will enable better defini-

tion of the full-length sequences and expressed

isoforms of lncRNAs in our cells of interest.
The more we understand about the primary

sequences of lncRNAs, the easier it will be to

determine their exact biological functions.
Cas9/CRISPR techniques will allow for rapid

high-throughput studies of lncRNAs in a vari-

ety of biological contexts.
An exciting avenue of lncRNA research re-

lates to disease and possible use as therapeutic

targets in the future. Because the majority of
disease-associated SNPs lie within noncoding

regions, it is critical to attempt to understand

what role lncRNAs, enhancers, and enhancer
RNAs play in disease pathogenesis. We outlined

the current efforts to use lncRNAs for therapeu-

tic manipulation; however, there is also growing
interest in studying lncRNAs as biomarkers of

disease. It is possible that lncRNA expression

will be disease specific. LncRNAs have also
been shown to be highly stable in bodily fluids

and therefore offer an easy PCR-based target as

a biomarker. To date, one lncRNA has been ap-

proved by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for use as a biomarker in prostate cancer,

and this is the lncRNA PCA3 (de Kok et al.

2002). We believe this is just the beginning in
terms of using these genes as biomarkers and

possible therapeutic targets in the near future.

Once the genomic profiling phase of discov-
ery is complete, we need to understand the

specific functions for all these genes. Extensive

functional studies are required to better under-
stand the roles of lncRNA in controlling biolog-

ical processes in addition to understanding

their functions in disease settings. Future dis-
coveries of lncRNAswill provide us with a great-

er understanding of the molecular mechanisms

that govern the transcriptional regulation of
genes in inflammatory and infectious diseases,

thus providing a better platform from which to

develop novel diagnostics and therapeutics.
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